In this ˑresearch, we present theˑ notion of the ˑgraph for a KU-semigroup X as theˑ undirected simple graphˑ with the vertices are the elementsˑ of X and weˑ ˑstudy the ˑgraph ofˑ equivalence classes ofˑ X which is determinedˑ by theˑ definition equivalenceˑ relation ofˑ these verticesˑ , andˑ then some related ˑproperties areˑ given. Several examples are presented and some theorems are proved. Byˑ usingˑ the definitionˑ ofˑ isomorphicˑ graph, ˑwe showˑ thatˑ the graphˑ of equivalence ˑclasses ˑand the ˑgraphˑofˑa KU-semigroup ˑ areˑ theˑ sameˑ, in special cases.
ˑMostafa and Kareem [13] introduced the graphˑ of aˑ commutative ISˑ -algebra ˑX, denotedˑ by (X) and studiedˑ the graph of ˑequivalenceˑ classes of X. In thisˑ research, we introduceˑ the idea ofˑ graph for a KU-ˑ semigroup. We defineˑ the graph as the ˑundirected graph with ˑthe vertices are the elements ˑin KU-ˑ semigroupˑ X ˑ and forˑ distinct vertices ˑ x andˑ y ˑare adjacentˑ ˑif and onlyˑ ifˑ } 0
weˑ studyˑ the other graph namely, graph ofˑ ˑequivalenceˑ classesˑ of X byˑ definition of equivalenceˑ relation ofˑ these verticesˑ andˑ then some related ˑproperties areˑ given.
2.Preliminaries
Inˑ this section, we present some definitions and background about a KU-algebra and KUsemigroup. Definition 1[1-2]. Algebra ) 0 , , (  X is called a KU-algebra if it satisfies the following axioms: [14] .ˑIn a KUˑ-algebra X . ˑTheˑ followingˑ axiomsˑ are satisfied, for all
.ˑLet I be a nonempty subset of a KU-algebra X . Then I is said to be a KU-ideal of X , if
, where
Lemma 6ˑ [15] . If X is a commutative KU-algebra, then 
is aˑKU-algebra andˑKU-commutative.
Definition 8 [3].
A KU-semigroup is a nonempty set X with twoˑbinary operations  ,  ˑand constantˑ 0 satisfying ˑtheˑfollowing axiomsˑ
.
beˑa set. Define  -ˑoperation and  -ˑoperation by the following tables The neighborsˑ of a vertex x inˑ a graphˑ G , denoted ˑby ) (x N ˑare the set ofˑ vertices that are ˑadjacent to x . A graph ˑH is called a subgraphˑ of
3.A graph ofˑKU-semigroups
G are saidˑ to be isomorphicˑ if there exists ˑa bijective mappingˑ ) ( ) ( :
. For more ˑdetails we refer ˑto [16] ˑ.
, then the ˑfollowing statements areˑ true:
(2) Suppose thatˑ
Define  -ˑoperation and  -ˑoperation by the following tables
is a KU-semigroup. We have the following
Proof. ˑClear.
ˑbe a KU-ˑ semigroup and aˑ KU-algebra beˑ a commutative, then forˑ any elements ˑ a and b of X . If 0 
and a KU-ˑ algebra is aˑ commutative, then ) ( A R is anˑ ideal of X .
Proof. For any
which implies that by lemma6
Definitionˑ 17.ˑ A graph of aˑ KU-semigroup X , ˑdenoted by ˑΩ is ˑ a simple graph whoseˑ vertices areˑ the elements ˑof X and ˑtwo distinctˑ elements X y x  , areˑ adjacentˑ ifˑ andˑ onlyˑ
Byˑ definition17, we determineˑ the graphˑ of ˑ X asˑ followsˑ : ˑThe ˑset ˑofˑ vertices ˑis ˑ Definition21. Let X be a KU-semigroup . Forˑ any X x  , we have
ˑis called ˑthe set of annihilator of x . Lemma 22. Let X be a KU-semigroup and ) (x ann ˑbe ˑthe setˑ of annihilator of x . Then (ii): Suppose that 
implies that ˑthere is ˑan edgeˑ connectingˑ x andˑ y .
Definition 23.ˑ Define aˑ relationˑ  on a KUˑ -semigroupˑ X as followsˑ :
Lemma 24. ˑThe relation ˑ (from definition23) is ˑan equivalenceˑ relation ˑon X .
Proof.ˑ Clear. 
A graphˑ of EquivalenceˑClasses ofˑ KU-ˑSemigroups
Definition25.ˑ The graphˑ of equivalence ˑclasses of ˑa KU-semigroupˑ X , denoted by ˑˑ X is the undirected simpleˑ ˑgraph whoseˑ vertices ˑareˑ theˑ set of ˑequivalenceˑˑclasses ˑ  
beˑˑ a set. Define  -ˑ ˑoperation and  -ˑ ˑoperation by the following tables
is aˑ KU-ˑ semigroup. We haveˑ the set of ˑvertices is ˑV Ω 0, , , ˑ and ˑthe ˑset of edges ˑis ˑE Ω 0 ,0 , ,ˑ , .ˑ Soˑ , the set ˑof vertices ˑof ˑ is 
The figure (4) shows ˑthe graph of ˑequivalence classes ˑ . 
